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Latin jazz ensemble prepares
to heat up SJSU’s Music
Building Concert Hall tonight

Four-year Spartan starter
shows opposing facets of his
personality on, off the field

See page 5
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CFA protests
By Julia B. Wright
Staff Writer
Supporters of fair pay for faculty and staff were picketing
Wednesday at nearly every
California State University
including San Jose State
University.
"One, two, three, four
all
employees should earn more.
Five, six, seven, eight
CSU
negotiate," the 162 protesters
shouted in sync as they marched
in a circle on Tower Hall Lawn at
noon.
Since February, the union has
been negotiating for a new
salary contract with the state
system. After five months of bargaining, an impasse was
declared and a mediator brought
in to help facilitate an agreement. On Nov. 6, the mediator
notified the two sides that a settletnent could not be reached,
giving rise to the statewide faculty picket, said Jo Bell
Whitlatch, SJSU librarian and
faculty union president.
"We want the management to
know were are serious about this
and that we aren’t going to back
down," Whitlatch said.
The demonstration, held in
front of the office of SJSU’s
President Robert Caret, began at
1130 a.m. and lasted for two
hours.
"Being a student of the ’60s,
this is really nostalgic," Caret
said, as he stood watching the
protesters march around him.
"It’s unfortunate that it got to

See page 6

this point. Everybody, I think,
would like to see this come to an
acceptable conclusion," Caret
said. "This contract is complex
and should have been negotiated
a while ago."
After nearly 10 months of bargaining, the contract negotiations have moved to the factfinding stage.
Fact-finding is done by an
appointee from the Public
Employee Relations Board, who
examines the facts presented by
both sides and then makes a recommendation for settlement. It
is also the last step in the negotiating process.
"If neither side accepts the
settlement, then the last offer by
the management stands. But the
union still doesn’t have to accept
Whitlatch said. "If that happens, the union will begin to take
job actions."
Whitlatch
describes job
actions as one day walkouts.
As of this week, Caret said he
is not prepared to deal with that
kind of a strike.
"We are hoping there is no
strike," Caret said.
Currently, the union is asking
for a 6 percent total compensation raise, totaling nearly $58
million, the majority of which
would go to an across-the-board
raise to compensate for the
increased cost of living.
The state university system is
offering a 5 percent compensation package of about $48 million
and wants to see 40 percent of
See Protest page 3
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university system’s stance

Cindy Chavez, councilwoman-elect from District 3, which covers
downtown San Jose, and Terry Christensen, acting chair of San Jose

Rian Oletn, Spartan Dila.’
State University’s political science department, show support for new
contracts by protesting Wednesday afternoon on the Tower Hall Lawn.

Blood drive takes stab at donors
By Marcus Ulrich
Suit int. r

(-I.1% rot, Staltpt Spartan Ruh
Freshman Soren Richardson (left) reacts as Jacquie Stevens begins to draw blood Wednesday
afternoon. Blood Centers of the Pacific is hosting the blood dnve, which continues today from 11 a.m.
to.5 p.m., aboard their mobile donor bus parked next to the Student Union.

It is not often students get to save
three lives in one day, but that is what at
least 25 of them did Wednesday afternoon by giving blood.
"Each person that donates one pint of
blood saves three lives," said Stacy
Stauffer, a nurse for Blood Centers of
the Rrific.
Thi :enter took blood from donors on
campu in a specially equipped bus
parked near the Student Union.
Stauffer said the mobile center drives
to businesses and institutions to find
donors.
The center holds blood drives all over
the Bay Area, according to Charles
Jezycki, the Administrative Director of
the South Bay Center of Blood Centers
of the Pat ic. The blood center receives
about 45C units of blood a day, which
they use to serve 35 hospitals in the Bay
Area, he said.
At 4 p.m., Stauffer said 25 people had
come to donate their blood, and she
expected 10 more.
This number is a good turnout,
according to Stauffer. She said she
wished they could have had more beds
to accommodate more people.
See Blood drive, page 3

Windows 98 gets
dragged to trash
by court order
SAN JOSE API In a
huge legal blow, Microsoft
Corp. has been ordered to
stop selling Windows 98
until it removes an altered
version of the programming
language Java that is incompatible with software made
by its rivals.
The order Tuesday by U.S.
District Judge Ronald Whyte
also forces the Redmond,
Wash. -based software giant
to change Internet Explorer
4.0 and other Java-incorporating software, or stop shipping the products within 90
days.
Whyte also wrote that the
lawsuit
filed
by
Sun
Microsystems Inc. which
originally designed Java
has merit and should be
tried in court.
Sun claims Microsoft

failed to adhere to terms of a
1995 licensing agreement
between the two companies.
Under that agreement.
Microsoft in 1997 began
including Java in programs
such as Windows 98 and
Internet Explorer. But in
doing so, it tinkered with the
language, effectively creating a Windows-only limn’ of
Java that won’t work on
competitors operating systems. Conversely, the standard form of Java won’t work
as designed with Microsoft’s
systems and software.
Sun originally created
Java as a "universal" language that offered software
developers the capability to
write a program once and
have it run on any number of
computer operating systems
See Microsoft, page 3

Boys plot to kill teachers, classmates Lectures peak geography awareness
BURLINGTON. Wis. (AP)
Three boys were charged today
with conspiring to murder students and educators at their
high school in a plot police say
was crfted with chilling detail.
The boys, all 15 or 16, each
Were charged in juvenile court
with three counts of conspiracy
to commit first-degree intentional homicide. The judge
made no decision on a prosecutor’s request to charge the boys
M adults and for psychological
evaluations.
All three remained in custody. Five boys in all were
rounded up Sunday night after
police were tipped off by an
informant Two who sought to
back out of the plot were
turned over to their parents,
including one boy whose father
had access to guns that he kept

in an unlocked box, police said.
Authorities said they have
not decided whether to press
charges against the two boys
who remain free.
The boys planned the plot in
detail, down to snipping ph,ne
lines, taking top administrators
hostage and singling out people
to shoot at Burlington High
School in the alleged plot
planned for Monday, investigators said.
Although one of the students
said it was all a joke, police in
this community of 9,500 took
the matter seriously.
One youth, identified by
police as the leader, described
the plot in much greater detail
than the others, said detective
Mike Wiskes. That youth
talked about the plot calmly
and in chilling detail, convinc.

ing investigators it would have
been carried out if they had not
interceded. Wiskes said.
Stone cold. Those were the
first words that popped into my
mind. Stone cold," Wiskes said.
"That’s what gave credence to
the information that this was
going to go down."
The boys, who students said
were picked on because they
were known to wear black and
listen to heavy-metal music,
have been suspended pending
expulsion hearings. None of
them was identified because of
their ages.
The charges come after a
round of school violence that
shocked the nation this year
and last, including fatal shootings in West Paducah, Ky.,
Pearl, Miss., Jonesboro, Ark.,
and Springfield, Ore.

By Ginny White
Staff Writer
The threat of being gunned
down in Ethiopia, the thrill of
rock climbing near San Diego
and the danger of wildfires in
Yosemite National Park livened
up the slide presentations for
Geography Awareness Day on
campus.
"People. Places and Patterns:
Geography Puts the Pieces
Together"
was the theme
Wednesday for this year’s
Geography Awareness Week,
sponsored by the National
Geographic Society and Gamma
the
Upsilon,
Theta
Geographical
International
Honor Society.
A series of scheduled and
impromptu presenters filled the
four-hour event with personal
See Geography, page 3
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Kathy De La Torrr/ Spartan Daily
Geography rnaior Liz Smith tells students about rock climbing sites’
in the San Diego area. Smith was one of several guest speakers who
gave presentations at a meeting Wednesday in Washington Square
Hall to celebrate Geography Awareness Week.

Sanctions against
Iraq just embolden
Saddam Hussein

Feminists should
know better than
to speak for others
tacked
to
Fliers
kiosks around campus for an upcoming
sado-masochism party
were covered with blocklettered, brightly colored
stickers last week by a
itself
group
calling
Feminists at Large.
"This offends women,"
the stickers read.
And I say it’s exactly
I crri It. NI
that kind of sentiment
_
that offends me.
I’m a big believer and
I ti ull
I, I I/1
supporter of women’s
rights the right of a
woman to make up her own mind for herself,
foremost among these.
Take note, Feminists at Large: It’s a fetish
fest and Ill attend if! want to.
I find it audacious that any woman who purports to be a women’s libber would find it justifiable to try to tell other women how to think.
At what point exactly did self-labeled feminists become the model women everywhere
were expected to emulate merely because we
were clothed in pink at the hospital?
At what point exactly did we begin risking
being blackballed as a woman by daring to
denounce the feminist movement?
Shamelessly, then, I’ll yell it: I am not a feminist.
I’d argue that feminism true feminism
ceased to be a movement worth pledging allegiance to when the sentiment became one
revolving around stomping men rather than
promoting women.
Long about the time my bosoms first began to
bud,! decided to draw a big, fat, deep, dark line
separating the all-too-often militant modern day
feminism from women’s rights.
For the last decade or so, then, I have lived by
my own unique set of guidelines and employed
my own custom-made filter.
I have espoused women’s strengths, poohpoohed their weaknesses and put my own
cracks in the glass ceiling.
I do not, however, believe in blaming men,
postulating my beliefs to be true for all or in
instilling guilt in those who believe otherwise.
Young females today are besieged by mixed
messages: the career-minded Supermoms; the
scantily-clad, girl power-promoting Spice Girls;
the you-can-have-it-all (except time and sleep)
infomercials and the how-to-please-your-manin-bed Cosmopolitan, to name but a few.
The "This offends women" sentiment adds
another dimension to this onslaught that, quite
frighteningly, sets women’s rights back some 20odd years: that women need someone to tell us
how to think.
The Feminists at Large have every right to
their own opinions.
What they do not have a right to do is to slap
propaganda around campus screaming, in
essence, that if!
indeed any woman do not
view material they have deemed offensive in the
same light, then I am somehow less of a woman.
I am woman and now hear me roar this: I do
ncit need the feminists of the world to take my
hand and point out which issues to find objectionable.
I can get incensed all by lonesome, thank you
very much.
Tern i K. Milner is a Spartan Daily senior staff
writer Her column agnears even, Thursday.

Future revolutions result in SJSU’s demise
President Caret is overthrown and
Stephen Hawking has come to save
us. During the astrophysicist’s
Wiggsy Sivertsen is put in his place. With
recent visit to campus, Hawking
the approval of only one other person,
brought back from his time travels a book
Sivertsen is crowned Empress of SJSU.
published in 2030, titled "Withering
2018 During the siege, Mayor Terry
Heights," that chronicles the fall of San
Christensen, after several years of conJose State University.
flict over who has control of the San JoseHawking brought the book back in
SJSU joint library, leads a commando
hopes that this campus could save itself
raid from City Hall that captures the
The book contains the following ’hislibrary. The library is renamed the Ron
torical" events occurring at SJSU over the
Gonzales Memorial Library. Mayor
next 33 years.
Gonzales was assassinated in 2000 by a
2005 Students revolt and attempt to
citizen who tried talking to the mayor in
torch the parking garages, which now
Spanish.
allow only 10 percent of students to park
2020 The Spartan Daily finally puts
there. The administration relents and
up a Web page. The site becomes obsolete
agrees to add another four carpool parktwo weeks later when new technology
ing spaces to the garage, similar to the four added in allows people to reach right into their monitor and
1998 However, even with the addition of four new pull out a newspaper.
parking spots, parking permits are still being sold
2021 SJSU finally gets enough computers on
on the black market for almost $500 apiece.
campus to satisfy the demand of all students.
2010 President Robert Caret officially pro- Unfortunately, the computers are all Macintosh
claims that SJSU’s sole purpose is to provide jobs for Classics.
the administrators. To make sure that students pro2022 Carl’s Jr. founder Carl Karcher is finally
vide the school with enough cash to keep the admin- captured by Sivertsen’s secret police. Karcher is
istrators well paid, the school aggressively pursues ground up and served as hamburger in the Spartan
new forms of financial aid. To guarantee that stu- Cafe’s new McDonald’s.
dent enrollment doesn’t drop, the only admissions
2029 Caret retakes the presidency of SJSU in
qualification for students is the pulse test. If stu- the bloody battle of the Heritage Gateways.
dents have one, they’re in.
Unknown to Sivertsen, Caret had hidden troops in
2017 Brady Williams joins his father, Aaron, on the campus gateways that were built in 1999. The
the Spartan Daily staff Aaron is on his 38th semes- troops overthrow Sivertsen and restore democracy
ter as a member of the Spartan Daily staff and is to the campus. Caret’s first declaration is to ban all
still writing "Mr. Bad Example."
students from parking on campus. From now on, all
2018 The University Police Department, in students must park on the South Campus lot, now
order to strictly enforce parking regulations on cam- located in Gilroy.
pus, declares martial law. Any professors or students
2030 After 173 years as an institution of highwho disobey any parking regulation will be placed er education, SJSU goes under. Students
who are
against Tower Hall and shot. That person’s parking finally fed up with years of abuse from administrapermit will be sold to the highest bidder.
tors who don’t have a clue what a university is realThe administration, concerned that student fees ly for
revolt and take the campus. Two weeks
could be lost, and hence their jobs put at risk, later, student apathy rises again and the whole
attempts to remove the UPD from campus. In a school collapses.
counterstrike, the UPD attacks and puts Tower Hall
Whether anyone will take Hawking’s book as a
under siege. The California Faculty Association, fed warning is unknown. Administrators have refused
up after 17 years without a contract, joins in the to comment.
assault on the tower. After a three-month siege,
Scott Shuey is the Spartan Daily executive editor
His column appears every Thursday.

lion. call Karim at 379-4950

Thursday
Human Resource Management
Association (HRMA)
Human resource information systems and software skills workshop
from 4:15 - 6 p.m in the Student
Union’s Almaden Room. For more
information, call Sydney at 9374714.
Child Development Club
General meeting at 4.30 p m. in
Sweeney Hall Room 100 For more
information, call Meeth at 9971391 or Gale at 924-8101
International Relations
Association
Will host a ’Free Tibet’ event at
.g. p.m. in the Student Union’s
Doetanoan Room. For more informs -

SJSU Tsunami Anise
Weekly meeting with video show.
ing from 7 - 9:30 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall Room 109.
For more information, call Ian at
873.2534.
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance (GALA)
"Safer See Health service guest
speaker at 3:30 p.m in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more
information, call Juan Ramos at
456-5058.
The Listening hour
Classical guitar recital and
SJSU percussion ensemble players
from 12:30 1:15 p.m. in the Music
Building’s Concert Hall. For more

r"..."

Sparta Guide

information, call Joan Stubbe at
924.4631
Church of Scientology
Free film ’Orientation to
Scientology’ at 7:30 p.m. at 80 E.
Rosemary St. in Campbell. For more
information, call Ilene at 441-6661.
Psi Chi
General meeting. creating competitive application for graduate
school at noon in Dudley Moorhead
Hall Room 308. For more information, call Georgia Brier-Bauder at
223-8520.

Le Cercle Francais
Film ’Ponette’ at 6 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall Room 100. For more
information, call J.L. Desalvo at
924-4611.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. -4 p.m in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924.4330.
&MU Theatre Department
’The Heidi Chronicles’ at 7 p.m.
in the University Theatre, located
In Hugh Gillis Hall. For more information, call Mary Gibboney at 924 -

4555
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Measure you percent body fat
using bio.electrical impedance from
11:30 a m. - 1 p.m in the Central
Classroom Building Room 103.
Prices are $5 for students, faculty
and staff and $10 for all others. For
more information, call Jill
Christensen at 924-3110.
Friday
Student Life Center
Today is the deadline to submit
nominations for the Who’s Who
Award for Outstanding Students.
For more information, call Dyrill
Foster at 924-5950 or stop by the
Student Life Center.
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Re-Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Hands-on workshop at the
Center form noon - 1 p m.
For more information, call Jane
Boyd at 924-5950.
S./81.1 Symphony Orch
Concert at 7:30 p.m. in Music
Building’s Concert Hall. For more
information, call Jun Islakabayashi
at 924-4647.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
"Secret of Love" by special
speaker Melvin Wong from 230 430 p.m in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call Esther Mar at 298-4693.
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EDITORIAL
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is time for sanctions
Itagainst Iraq to end.
Since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990,
the U.S. government, in
concert with other United
Nations members, has
imposed sanctions against
Iraq in the form of trade
restrictions.
Under these restrictions, Iraq is banned from
exporting anything except
oil.
This lone exception is
made through the "oil for
food" program provided by
U.N. Security Council Resolution 986. The "oil
for food" program allows Iraq to sell an amount- .
of oil specified by the United Nations in.
exchange for food and other humanitarian supplies.
Sanctions have, in effect, created an Iron
Curtain around Iraq. The Iron Curtain was the political and military barrier between the Soviet
bloc and Western Europe created after World
War II. Few people and little information were
allowed to pass through the Iron Curtain.
The Iron Curtain around the Soviet bloc and
the Iron Curtain around Iraq are different walls1.
but they are walls nonetheless. As a result of the
sanctions, the outside world is shut out of Iraq.
This is great for Saddam Hussein, the lunatic
who controls Iraq. He now has an iron grip on
the country and a scapegoat on which to blame his county’s problems.
Hussein controls the few goods that are
allowed into Iraq. This gives him the power to
reward his supporters and punish his enemies.
Those who support him are allowed access to the
few goods available in Iraq, and those who do not
support him must fight for whatever goods are
left over.
Imagine the effect this has on dissent in Iraq.
People expressing even slight dislike for Hussein
can be cut off from access to food and other
necessities.
In the eyes of the Iraqi people, America can
easily be blamed for the lack of supplies. Of
course, this is largely true because sanctions are
meant to restrict trade.
This leaves little reason for the people of Iraq
to demand that Hussein leave office.
One reason the U.S. government uses to
defend sanctions is that Iraq is attempting to
build nuclear and biological weapons. Money
generated by free trade, the U.S. government
says, could be used to manufacture these
weapons. It is probable that Iraq is trying to
build nuclear and biological weapons. However,
with nothing left to lose, Iraq has no reason not
to manufacture these weapons.
Removing sanctions will have at least three
advantages:
1. Information about the outside world will be
available to Iraqis.
2. Hussein will not have a scapegoat on which
to blame his country’s problems.
3. Increased trade will give the United
Nations more leverage with Iraq.
Threatening the use of force against Iraq has
become a joke, and it is making America the
laughing stock of the world. It is time to accept
the failure of sanctions before the crisis in Iraq
becomes even worse.
Marcus Ulrich is a Spartan Daily staff
.
writer
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Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is 200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited fix clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the anther% same, address,
phew number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the tatters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Boatel Hall Room 209,
sent
by
at
e-mail
fax
to
(408)
924-3237,
SDAILYIljaceleuedu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jae State University, One
Washington Square, San Jean CA 116192-0145.
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Protest: Faculty sends message to chancellor: they’re unified

Continued from page 1
the package go to performancebased merit pay.
"We would prefer not to see
any of the 6 percent go to merit
pay until the 11 percent salary
gap between California’s faculty
anti the rest of the nation’s facultyls minimized," said Whitlatch,
ifteeference to a study done by
the California Postsecondary
E4iication Commission that
callipered the CSU to 20 other
universities across the nation.
:The appropriate steps are
Wing taken to help minimize the
gie, said Ken Swisher, the public
relations manager for CSU
Cnicellor Charles Reed.
:.wisher said the chancellor is
offering an 11 percent faculty
inr1ease over two years to
aeepmplish that goal.
Z"The union is asking for more
than we can give. The budget we
have is for 5 percent this year
and 6 percent next year,"
Swisher said.
-Another complaint by several
members of the SJSU faculty is
that California university presidents are getting unsubstantiated pay raises, Whitlatch said
Caret received an above-average raise this year of 13 percent,
)(-),(ting his annual salary from

$157,284 to $177,732, according
to Whitlatch.
"One great president can’t
provide a quality education for
the whole campus; Whitlatch
said. "It takes a well-compensated faculty to do that job."
The average yearly salary for
faculty is $50,105, according to
data from the American
University
of
Association
Professors.
"It is unfair for the presidents
to get a 10 percent compensation
package and the faculty get a 5
percent pay raise," Whitlatch
said.
Swisher said he thinks the
union’s argument is irrelevant
because the presidents face a 30
percent salary lag in contrast to
the faculty lag of only 11 percent.
Swisher also argued that the
combined 10 percent raise for
the 23 CSU presidents, totaling
$377,000, is a lot less when compared to the union’s desired 6
percent raise costing $58 million.
Swisher said the $377,000
raise is the second of three consecutive annual increases given
to the presidents, totaling $1.1
million.
"It will minimize, but not
eliminate, the presidents’ report-

Geography:
COntinued from page 1
stories, photography and information regarding aspects of
geography.
..This event demonstrated
that geography comes in many
different forms," said Patrick
Layne, senior geography major
and an organizer of the event.
"For the past 20 years (geography) has been fading from the
scene. This is to help increase
San Jose State students’ awareness of geography," he said.
".Presenter David Helgren,
chair of the geography department, presented slides of his
excursion into Ethiopia. Stories
Affars,
of
AK-47-carrying
natives to the land, accompanied
panoramic views of the landscape and people of Ethiopa.
"An Affar, having never seen
our truck before, shot it on
sight," Helgren said, adding the
driver was not injured. "He just
shot the truck."
Though they did not know
what Helgren’s party was eating, the Affar frequently joined
the group for meals.
Lunchtime was spent trying
to prevent members of two
marauding clans of Afars from
opening fire on each other, he
said.
"We had to have two separate
dining areas for our guests,"
Helgren said. "They usually
joined us just in time for dinner,
too"
Geography student Liz Smith
showed slides of steep-rock
climbing in Joshua Tree
National Park. She described
the joys and hazards of the
sport.
"It is brutal on your fingers
and you have to have a lot of
upper body strength," Smith
said, highlighting the geographic qualities a rock climber
encounters. "Look at the beautiful formations and the view

ed salary gap," Swisher said.
The CSU and faculty union
are using the salary gaps reported by the postsecondary commission study as grounds for administering adequate raises.
In regard to the CFA’s current
strategy of picketing on the campuses, Swisher thinks it’s ineffective.

(union members) as fringe radicals who don’t represent the faculty as a whole," Dorabji said.
"We were out there picketing to
show the administration that we
do have the faculty’s support."
Jennifer Rycenga, associate
professor of comparative religious studies, marched on the
picket line with a red drum

IA
One great president can’t provide a
quality education for the whole campus.
It takes a well-compensated faculty to
do that job.
Jo Bell
Whitlatch
SJSU librarian and faculty union president

"A protest won’t help us reach
an agreement," he said.
One of the reasons for the
picketing was to show Reed that
the faculty union has the support of the entire faculty, said
Elena Dorabji, the union’s lecturer representative for SJSU.
"The chancellor painted us

strapped around her neck, leading the chants.
Rycenga said she also thought
it was important to show the
chancellor that the union has the
support of the faculty.
"This is a message to the
chancellor that the faculty is
very unified, and not just on this

Continued from page 1
Donors are given a questionnaire about their health
before they are allowed to
donate. They must weigh
more than 110 pounds, be
more than 17 years old and be
in good health, such as having
no blood-transmissible diseases.
In addition, the center suggests donors eat a meal before
they donate blood.
Five of the donors at the
blood drive said they had no
fear about giving up their
blood.
"It’s not as scary as people
think," art history major
Mima Pimentel said.
Biology major Melissa
Jones also said there was
nothing to fear about donating blood.
"As long as you eat a decent
meal beforehand, you don’t
feel a thing," Jones said.
Alex Dale, a management
information systems major,
said he felt pretty good after
giving up a pint of his blood.
"I feel a little light-headed,
but that could just be psychological," Dale said.
Donors were rewarded
with free movie passes, cookies and juice. Dale joked this
was one of the reasons he
decided to donate blood. He
was motivated by other factors as well, he said.

wish students would have boob
more informed before beinx ’
asked to sign a petition."
A few of the faculty union
members were asking students
to sign a petition that react :
"Student Support For Fair
Faculty Contract."
Alumna Cindy Chavez, thee:.
newly elected city councilwoman .7,representing the downtown district, also turned out to support.
the faculty.
"I’m really concerned about! .
education, and teachers are fun- ;:
damental to this institutiont-7.
Chavez said. ’The last time I saw
this many professors was at myi-:
graduation."
The election of Democrat"".
Gray Davis as governor
rn prov ".
the public supports education,
Chavez said.
-;
"Davis is pro-education and.
supports the faculty union’s con.
tract," Chavez said. "Educatioril
is on the forefront of everyone’s
mind and teachers need to be-. paid fairly."
When the union shows
chancellor it can get this many
people to picket, Chavez said, it
shows that they can do a lot
more.
.

Microsoft:

Blood drive:

it’s a great time."
"National Parks," presented
by Donald Anthrop, focused on
the controlled burning of trees to
prevent wildfires and to impede
their encroachment into the
meadows of Yosemite.
"Since the formation of the
park, fires have been prevented," Anthrop said. "That has produced about 100 years worth of
fuel."
Anthrop discussed other
threats to the park.
"Road construction ... trails
(and) people walking in the
meadows are some of the problems facing the park," Anthrop
said.
The Californian and Costa
Rican cities of San Jose were
compared in Richard Ellefsen’s
presentation titled "San Jose: A
Tale of Two Cities."
"Costa Rica isn’t quite Third
World anymore," Ellefsen said,
pointing out the palm trees near
a small shopping center.
Ellefsen’s slides depicted a
bustling downtown in Costa
Rica despite an absence of parking spaces. He theorized why
pictures of California’s San Jose
barely had three people in them.
-That’s urban excitement,’ he
said of the hustle and bustle of
the Costa Rican downtown. "We
don’t have much of that here."
These comparison shots
elicited laughter from the group
of about 30 in attendance
throughout the event.
Photojournalism instructor
Jim McNay presented his experiences while he was an intern
at National Geographic and
emphasized the uniqueness of
the magazine.
"Nowhere else will you see a
magazine allow a creator in on
the decision-making process,"
McNay said. ’That’s one of the
things that makes it so special."

campus, but all over," Rycenga
said.
In addition to petitioning and
walking picket lines, some campuses are demonstrating by
refusing to sit on university committees, said Eloise Hamann, a
mathematics professor of 13
years at SJSU, who marched
along with the others holding a
sign for fair pay.
The other reason for picketing
was to make the public and students aware that the issue of fair
pay is important, Dorabji said.
"Students have no clue as to
how little money faculty makes,"
she said.
Criminal
justice
major
Damon Lunce, who observed the
picket line from afar, was one of
several students at the protest
unaware of the ongoing faculty
and state dispute.
"It caught my attention. I
wanted to see what was going
on," Lunce said.
Another student, undeclared
major !Camel Freiha, said he
heard about the protest from his
biology professor, David Bruck,
and came out specifically on his
behalf.
"I never really heard about
this until today," Freiha said. "I

Continued from page 1

"I know there’s always a
blood shortage, so I know this
saves lives," Dale said.
Stauffer also said blood is
in short supply.
"The need is so great that
this will be gone in three
days," Stauffer said, referring
to the amount of blood donated by SJSU students.
Jezycki also said there is a
great need for blood donors.
Since World War II, there
has been a drop in the percentage of people in America
who donate blood, Jezycki
said.
"In those days (during the
war) people donated much
more because the need was
more obvious," Jezycki said.
Because of the war, the attention of the nation was more
focused on blood donation, he
said.
Two other people said they
were also donating blood
because they know it will be
used to help save people’s
lives.
Jones said she wanted to
donate blood because it can
give someone a second chance
at life. Alpha Phi sorority
member Daleen Kusaba
agreed.
"It’s obviously needed
because they’re coming all the
way out to our school to get
blood," Kusaba said.

Microsoft claimed its rewritten version simply improved
Java, but Sun and some others
in the industry said it was an
attempt to "pollute" the programming language that challenged Microsoft’s dominance
and ultimately posed a financial
threat to Microsoft.Whyte’s
order will not affect most computer users. The modifications
are a windfall for people who
program computers, allowing
them more flexibility in the systems they use.
More broadly, the ruling
sends a message to the burgeoning computer industry that
Microsoft’s strength can be challenged in court.
Paul Maritz, vice president
for Microsoft’s platforms and
applications group, said new
shipments of Windows 98 would
be modified to comply with the
order. He would not estimate the
cost of changing the software,
other than to say it was "nontrivial" but "well within our
capabilities."
Palo Alto-based Sun sued
Microsoft last October, seeking
the changes and $35 million in
damages.
Whyte’s order is short term.

The case is still headed for trial,;
although no court date has been
.set.
Sun’s complaints are echoed
in
part of the Justice .
Department’s litigation against
Microsoft in an ongoing’ ’
antitrust trial. But both Sun’
and Microsoft officials said they
didn’t think Tuesday’s ruling in. San Jose would bring any:
changes in the case in Washington, D.C.
Sun Microsystems’ president’
of Java Software, Alan Baratz,
said the ruling will help his com-’"
pany improve and expand the
programming language.
"While this case proceeds
through the court, we’ll continue
to use our enormous energy in" ’
the marketplace as will the
other companies that are the.’.
cornerstones of the Java technology industry
to deliver
high-performing Java tecluiolo-.
gy that outperforms Microsoft’s’
incompatible technology," he
said.
Microsoft attorney Tam Burt:
said Microsoft was studying the’
ruling and might appeal:
Microsoft officials also said they.
are considering simply pulling
Java off their software.
-
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For Tho "1 Gotta Get To The Airport"

Now Hiring!

Technical Training For
Higher Paying Jobs
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_tithe we offer
Dynamic growth opportunities
Free rnovies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

ik

The following positions at, available:
Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handier, Housekeeping
Pick up an application todayl
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

CIMCMercado 20
3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

A

Desktop AppNcation Training
Microsoft Office ’97 Suite
Word/ExceVPowerPoint & Access
Windows ’95 & ’MI
Outlook & Project
Front Page
Network Training & more...
Microsoft Cod Professional (MCP)
Microsoft Cent Systems
Engineer (MCSE)
A+ Certification Training
UNIX
Java & Pod Programming
Why Train at Unlit*?
Microsoft Codified
Technical Education Center
College credits evalleble
Financing wallet*
IT staffing solutions
Student-friendly environment

What we names:
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends & holidays

/11
lUnitok
Tell-Free: (800) 225-MCSE
Sea Jeer (4011) 573-3870
Premier (510) 219-1060

www.unitek.com
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Call SuporShuttle. We are the nation’s leader in door-to-door
shared ride airport transportation. SuperShuttle has now expanded
our service to operate from Santa Clara
County. SuperShuttle will get you to and
from the San Francisco Intl. Airport
safely, promptty, and
economically.

41 5-551114111500
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Teen heart-throb fails as holiday hero
By Heidi Marie Ormolu
Staff Writer
Boring, ridiculous and lacking
in humor is the nicest way to
describe Disney’s latest seasonal
picture, "I’ll Be Home For
Christmas."
If you want honesty, the
movie stinks.
Starring
teen-age heartthrob Jonathan Taylor Thomas

of "Home Improvement," I’ll Be
Home For Christmas" is a predictable movie completely lacking in entertainment value.
It’s the story of Jake
Wilkinson, a bratty college
freshman who lies and cheats
his way through school.
The story begins when Jake’s
father feels he has to bribe his
son to come home to New York
for Christmas because the
scheming little brat can’t stand

Jonathon Taylor Thomas makes a run at his first holiday motion
picture in "I’ll Be Home For Christmas."

ItEviEw
his stepmother.
It probably would have been
much more interesting to delve
into why he has parental issues
rather than this stupid wild
goose chase across America
especially since his stepmother
is portrayed as a sweet, kind
woman with no hidden agenda.
Of course, we don’t get to see
much of her because the focus is
on young Jake, who appears in
all but four scenes throughout
the film.
This may be because the producers feared the pre-teen audience would lose interest in the
movie if they didn’t get to see the
young heart-throb in practically
every scene.
So Jake’s dad bribes him to
come home by promising to give
him a vintage Porsche if Jake
makes it home for Christmas
Eve dinner.
Here’s where the plot (and the
term is used very loosely) thickens. Jake gets ambushed by the
football team, which thinks he
double-crossed them when he
promised to give them the
answers to a midterm they were
taking.
They dressed him in a Santa
Claus costume and dumped him
in the middle of a California
desert.
Without money, identification, or a clue where he was, he
began walking. He didn’t panic
or even overheat in that ridiculous outfit. That is just one reason this film lacks any sense of
reality.
Anyone left for dead in the
desert would panic even just a
little.
Jake continues to hitchhike
across the country.

147

Photos courtesy of Walt Disney Picture;
Jake Wilkinson (Jonathon Taylor Thomas) plays a self-absorbed college student who horses around
while traveling home for Christmas. Jake freeloads his way from California to New York in the new motion.
picture I’ll Be Home For Christmas."
Meanwhile, his girlfriend,
Allie (Jessica Biel), accepts a
ride to New York from the
school’s bad guy, Eddie (Adam
Lavorgna), who has a crush on
her and plots to steal her away
from the impish yet supposedly
likable Jake.
Jake almost crosses paths
with Eddie and Allie several
times on his ridiculous journey
accross the country but finally
catches up with them in a village
in Nebraska, where Allie breaks

up with Jake because she finds
out he only wanted to go home
for Christmas so he could get the
car promised to him. It was a
typical, predictable plot twist.
This was a thoroughly uninspiring movie, offering no
entertainment value for anyone
at all.
This is obviously a picture
designed for a pre-teen audience, but aside from the attractive young actors cast in the
film, there is little to draw the

attention of the audience.
The acting is very bad, with
Taylor Thomas overacting at
every turn.
The humor is too adult for
children or pre-teens to understand, yet not sophisticated
enough for full adults to appreciate.
For those looking for a worthwhile film to celebrate the.
Christmas spirit, there’s still
time to keep looking before
Christmas arrives.

Rich, Dazzling Comedy!
A Triumphant Masterpiece!
Leonardo DiCaprio is riotous! Pure entertainment...

that will leave you reeling with laughter!"
-Rex R. THE NEW PORK OBSERVER

A classic American comedy about fame, fortune, frenzy...and sex.

FEATURES
* Easy access to student
resources
www.autobahn.org
* All 56.6 kbps modems
* 15 MB hard disk space
FREE shell & email accounts
Includes a SLIP/PPP account
FREE access to telnet, FTP
newsgroups,& chatrooms
.00

* FREE softwarel
coming soon -REF wobmail & homepage maker

sign up online at

WWW.AUTOBAHN.ORG
or call us at

510.859.98E1B
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litaturday, Nov. 21
Omit worshipers, this
Oite’s for you. The
vent Center will be
ilOnverled into a
Cilurch of hell when
tan-wannabe Rob
mbie plays solo.
cpect a lot of
grotechnics, eardrum-busting metal
tiiid unintelligible lyrics
fOrn the White Zombie
*der. Monster
101,agnet and Fear
liOctory round out the
tatan-approved bill.
Sisturday, Nov. 21
1)bn’t worry, Pixies
liens. Frank Black hasn’t gone soft and
formed a religious
musical outfit. No, the
artist formerly known
as Black Francis will
rock as hard as ever
vithen his new band,
Frank Black and the
Catholics, plays the
..catalyst in Santa Cruz.
Saturday, Nov. 21
When Sunny Day Real
Estate first formed, the
Seattle band said it
would never play a
show in California. The
choice was politically
motivated. Well, guess
what? Like all politicians, they lied. The
liars will play the
Maritime Hal! in San
Francisco.
Wednesday, Nov. 25
With their new hit
"Pretty Fly (For a
White Guy)," The
Offspring offers valuable insight on why
white suburbanites
take on the personas
ot ghetto black rap
sfars. Hopefully, by the
time the band plays
the Maritime Hall, it will
wpte a new song
about crappy bands
that think they’re punk
-4 The Offspring would
kriow that one from
eperience.
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Latin jazz to spice up SJSU
By Peter Maiden
Correspondent

aawro....se

The flame of Latin music has been carried for almost 10 years by the San Jose
State University Latin Jazz Ensemble,
led by professor Daniel Sabanovich.
The Ensemble will be showcased at a
concert at 7:30 tonight in the Concert
Hall in the Music Building at SJSU.
It seems Latin music is hot in downtown San Jose. In August, the San Jose
Jazz Festival featured Grammy awardnominated local band Orquesta Gitano
and New York’s Conjunto Libre.
The Ensemble has often shared the
bill with another improvisational group,
but this year they will play the entire
evening’s concert.
The songs are mostly jazz tunes which
have been arranged with a Latin rhythm,
often by Sabanovich himself.
He said the arrangement is a matter
of putting the tunes to the "cave," a 2-3,
3-2 rhythm which came from Africa to
the island of Cuba hundreds of years ago.
The Ensemble has been working hard
toward giving this performance since the
beginning of the semester.
This is going to be a really challenging
performance
for everybody,"
Sabanovich said. "I know there’s something for everybody who comes to the
concert we’re covering the entire history of Latin jazz and salsa."
"Everybody in the rhythm section are
very strong, very competent players,"
Sabanovich said. ’They’re lighting the
fire for the whole band."
However, the players give credit to the
professor.
"Dan is just legendary," Jeannie
Mueller said. She plays congas in the
Ensemble. "He’s just inspirational
because he loves the music with passion
and intensity."
Mueller said she studied with wellknown percussionist Michael Spiro in the
early 1980s. She is a social worker who

--
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Peter Maiden/ Special to the Spartan Daily
San Jose State University professor Daniel Sabanovich overlooks the campus Latin Jazz Ensemble horn section Greg Saul, Tom
Brozene, John Caredio and Monty Schmidt..
lives in Santa Cruz and aspires to make
part of her living on the drums. She is
now touring with Orquesta Cachimbo.
Mueller is Jewish but identifies with the
African spiritual sources of the music.
"The complexity, intelligence and
depth of this music is amazing," she said.
Also featured in this concert is trumpeter John Caredio, who has been with
the Ensemble for several semesters.
"(Caredio) is really doing extremely
well, has been practicing very hard and
plays with a lot of fire," Sabanovich said.

Caredio also studied bebop and
Brazilian music with Sabanovich. He
said his influences include Clifford
Brown,
Freddie
Hubbard,
Dizzy
Gillespie, Miles Davis and Arturo
Sandoval.
Caredio, majoring in improvised music
at SJSU, hopes for a career teaching and
performing small combo jazz.
According to Sabanovich, there are
two types of jazz. He said big-band jazz
groups are comprised of more than 10
members while small combo jazz bands

Have eggaitazwth the POUCE or HIGHWAY PA1ROL

Chemical Brothers: third time’s a charm
By Marcus Ulrich
’,calf Writer
From the tangled mess that
electronic dance music has
become, the Chemical Brothers
have emerged once again to
"work it out."
British big-beat duo Tom
Rowlands and Ed Simons, also
as
the
Chemical
known
Brothers, return to their disc
jockey roots with their newest
release, "Brother’s Gonna Work
It Out." The album’s opening
song is the title track, which was
originally recorded by Willie
Hutch in 1973.
the
Chemical
is
This
full-length
Brothers’ third
album, which is their best ablum
to date. It is a collection of 23
songs by various artists that
Rowlands and Simons remix
into one 70-minute electronic
music marathon.
It all becomes clear when the
sounds of Willie Hutch fade into
a remix of the Chemical
Brothers’ own song, "Not
Another Drug Store." Rowlands
and Simons are not out to mix
standard club music. "Brother’s
Gonna Work It Out" is an album

the Serotonin Project song
"Sidewinder," the beats are big.
Near madness results when
the Chemical Brothers’ song,
"Block Rockin’ Beats," is distorted by the Brothers until the
sound seems to explode, and the
sound of "This Ain’t Chicago" by
On the House is left pounding
through the debris.
Mixing music is what
Rowlands and Simons do best.
The energy never fades through
the entire length of this album.
meant to rock basement parties Each transition is smooth, and
from Tokyo to Helsinki.
the Chemical Brothers never fail
With countless subgenres to find a new sound.
growing out of the electronic
Even for those who are not a
music scene, the Chemical huge fan of electronic dance
Brothers have created a sound music, there are other uses for
so simple it makes such this album. Buy a couple of
attempts at innovation seem turntables, hide the CD player
ridiculous.
and trick some friends into
"Big bass, big drums, siren, thinking they’re with a DJ as
Rowlands great as Derrick May of Detroit
is
how
mad,"
described their mixing formula, techno fame.
according to the liner notes of
"Brother’s Gonna Work It
the album.
Out" is not a new way of making
Other techno and digital techno or digital music. The
artists should take heed. This Chemical Brothers are not out to
album proves that simple music change the industry, and this
is sometimes best.
album is not likely to be rememBig bass prevails on this bered as innovative. This album
Renegade just rocks, and it’s as simple as
From
album.
Soundwave’s song "Thunder" to that for the Chemical Brothers.
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Nightly specials gag -lam
Mon. Fuzzy navols $2.50
Tue. Bartender’s choice $2.00
Wed. Shots Schnapps $1.50
Thur. Orgasm $2.50
Fri. Well Drinks $2.00
Sat. Kamikazes $2.00
Sun. Purple Hooters $2.09
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BOAT SUSHI BA It

One of the Best sushi boat restaurants in Nod m Cali ornia
Be selective. Pick from your favorite sushi dishes as they
float through the restaurant, then pay according to plate
order. Plates are as low as 52 for 6 pcs sushi

Student Special:

Grilled chicken, soup, salad and rice only $4.95
18 pcs vegitarian sushi only $6.95
Beef terriaki, soup, salad, rice and California roll $5.50
Salmon terriaki, soup, salad, rice and California roll $6.50
All kinds of 6pcs rolls only $3.00
All udon soup $5.50
S.
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KAKO BOAT SUSHI BAR
384 S. SECOND ST.
i(li TWFEN SAN SAI VADOT1) DOWNTOWN SAN

TOSE
III 930-0888 reservations welcome
We specialize in catering and parties with any budget
FAX 938 0439 dole in or lake out
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Additional Course Information
Additional Course Offered:

’****! A MASTERPIECE."
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DRINK UP

Supjii Research

Domestic Violence
Controlled Substances
Public Intoxication
Weapons Violations

Can an attorney who mows the problems carve students
have. Dr. Jeff Kota has over 14 years at experience
reaching at Son Jose State.

T111 1141

01986, Afffeffafft Haan Association

have fewer than 10 members.
"What is Latin Jazz?" Caredio asked
and answered. "Great rhythmic, infectious music that makes you want to
dance.., it’s very powerful and emotional
and slot of fun."
Newcomers are always welcome.
"You don’t have to have any experience
in listening to this music to come to the
concert," Sabanovich said, "but I guarantee you will leave humming melodies,
snapping your fingers and digging the
music."
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E NG L 112B, Section 01, MTWRF, Literature for Young Adults, 1300-1615, SH 414, January 4-22,
1999, JH Lovell, $465, 3.0 Units, Lecture

Corrected Course Information:
Enrollment in the following class is restricted to those enrolled in the Business
Graduate program:
BUS 220L, Section 01, MTRF, Legal and Ethical Environment of Accounting Practice, 0900-1300,
SH 344, January 4-22, 1999, NC Gilson, $465, 3.0 Units, Seminar

For complete course listings and registration information, pick up a free schedule of
Winter Session courses at various campus locations, call 408-924-2630, e-mail
info@conted.sjsu.edu or visit the online schedule at http://info.sjsu.edu or
http://www.conted.sjsu.edu
You do not have to already attend San Jose State University
to take Winter Session courses.

San Jose State University Continuing Education,
ADM 107, 924-2670
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Gaels
blow Blue
and Gold
off court
By Aaron Williams
Senior Staff Writer

Saint Mary’s
MORAGA
College looked like a Dodge Ram
pickup truck Wednesday night: it
out-quicked, out-hustled, outoughed and out-muscled the
Spartans.
San Jose State University (02) trailed 38-26 at halftime and
lost 75-56. A 15-4 second-half
rim by the Gaels doomed any
hope of a comeback SJSU might
have had.
"We didn’t play hard, didn’t
defend well and didn’t play
hard," shell-shocked SJSU coach
Phil Johnson said.
&1St’ started the game by letting Saint Mary’s jump out to a
7-0 lead before making one of
only two significant runs in the
game. The Spartans cut the lead
to 7-6. From there, the Gaels
turned it on and never looked
back. Slowly and methodically
Saint Mary’s started pulling
away behind Eric Schraeder’s 17
first-half points. He finished
with a game-high 26 points.
"We won the hustle game
tonight," Saint Mary’s coach
Dave Bol!winkle said. "We did a
better job executing offensively
tonight."
After intermission, SJSU let
the Gaels (1-1) hustle their way
to a 10-2 run to start the second
half and put the game out of
reach with 16 minutes left.
"We didn’t defend with a purpose and died on the screens all
night," Johnson said.
SJSU didn’t help its own
cause. They shot 32 percent in
the second half and committed
16 turnovers. SJSU shot 34 percent for the game. Ben Sanders,
the only Spartan in double figures, led SJSU with 11 points.
The Spartans closed the game
with a 9-0 run to make the score
respectable, but only after the
Gaels had removed their
starters.
"I think reality has hit me,"
Johnson said. "I’m surprised that
we haven’t been in them (our
games i "

Spartan tough at center, soft in middle
By Ammo Williams
Senior Staff Writer

He is a paradox of himself
Off the football field, Harry P. Daniels
is a fun-loving, live-for-today guy who
brings a smile to your face with his easy
demeanor.
On the field, Harry P. Daniels is a madman.
"He’s a gentle giant, a real big teddy
bear," San Jose State University quarterback Chris Kasteler said of his center.
"On the field, though, he’s an animal."
Harry
seventh-generation
This
Daniels each one has a different middle name likens his football ability to
the tough, aggressive, old-generation
Oakland Raiders like Lyle Alzado. His
actions between the lines have sometimes
proved it.
"In 1989 (Alzado) sacked the Seattle
Seahawks quarterback, ripped his helmet
off and chucked it downfield," Daniels
said with a wry smile
on his lips. "He was
going so hard that he
just got caught up in
the moment."
Daniels, too, plays
in the moment so
much so he has been
labeled "dirty" by
opponents. Last season, Daniels was suspended by SJSU
coach Dave Baldwin
for stepping over the
line.
"I was suspended
for the Colorado
State game," said
Daniels, adding with
a chuckle, "I think I
stepped on somebody’s hand or kneed someone in the back
or maybe I did both."
Baldwin laughed when he admitted
kicking Daniels out of practice, but quickly added he has not repeated the action
this year.
"Harry and I have had a unique relationship from day one," Baldwin said. "He
knows that down in the trenches on the
offensive side you’ve got to be physical
and nasty. Harry plays it that way. We
iust had to control his emotions."
Whatever he may do, it is merely
indicative of his style of play, not his character.
"My goal going into the game is to beat
my guy and beat him any way possible,"
the fifth-year senior said. "But I’m not a
dirty player."
Not dirty, perhaps, but certainly
intense.
"When you’ve got a car screaming at
YOU at 90 miles per hour, you’re going to
have to slash its tires," he said.

Once a "black sheep" on the offensive
line because of his crazed intensity he is
now considered a leader. He gave the
team an inspiring speech before the drubbing of the University of Hawaii.
"He’s been a verbal guy on our offense,"
Baldwin said. "I like the way he’s played
this year."
It has been his leadership, along with
the other seniors Dave Loverne, Richie
Castro, Jason Santos and Tom James
on the offensive line that allowed the
SJSU offense to thrive at times. They
have given Kasteler and true freshman
Marcus Arroyo time to run an offense
that averages 330 yards per game and
allowed them to be sacked just 25 times.
Daniels and company have shown they
can compete with the upper echelon
schools, such as Brigham Young
University, when they put up 43 points,
piled up 370 yards of offense and erased a
21 -point deficit before falling to the
Cougars in the last minute.
"People complain about him being a
dirty
player,"
Kasteler said. "But
they usually complain after they’ve
gotten beat."
You would never
know Daniels was a
hated and feared
lineman if you saw
him walking around
campus because of
his infectious laugh
and boyish charm.
The finance major,
who
turned
22
said the
Harry Daniels Wednesday,
nature of sports is
Spartan Center what drives him to
be such a ferocious
competitor. His ferocity led him to scrap
with teammates in practice and even got
him into a fight with former roommate
and former Spartan football player Jason
Mitchell.
"One time at practice we got into a
fight over the cable bill," he said. "He
wouldn’t pay his half."
Daniels, who will become only the fifth
player in SJSU history to start 40 games
when he starts Saturday against Fresno
State University, lives for opportunities
to play against such a hated rival as the
Bulldogs.
"I love to be hated," he said. "The first
time I walked out (on the FSU field) a
beer hit me in the face and someone said,
’Hey, blank you.’ That’s what football is all
about."
He feels it is his duty to let the younger
Spartans know just how bitter rivals
SJSU and Fresno really are.
He told a story about doing a moving
job in Fresno one summer. As he stopped
to get a bite to eat the waiter asked him

I love to be hated. The
first time I walked out
(on the FSU field) a
beer hit me in the face
and someone said, ’hey
blank you.’ That’s what
football is all about.

Ryan Oval/ Spartan Daily

Harry Daniels, the stalling center for the Spartans’ football team, will start the 40111
game of his collegiate career. Daniels has made a name for himself by being a tough and hard-nosed player.
where he was from, "When I told him ’San
Jose,’ the guy acted like he didn’t want to
serve me anymore," Daniels said.
Daniels considers himself a nice blend
of both his mother and father, which
might account for his "almost dual personality"
"I got my mother’s sense of humor and
my father’s low tolerance for ... ," Daniels
said laughing. "You can come up with a
good synonym."
The always cordial and polite Daniels

said his mother, Jane Daniels, still puts
the fear in him.
"She’s 5-foot-4, barely 100 pounds, bat.
she packs a sour punch," he said. "When
you have a 6-foot 13-year-old, you have to
become tough and put a couple of whoopings on him."
Daniels does not know what he will do
after school but there is one thing he is
positive about: Hell be a Spartan for life.
"It’s time for everyone to be proud to be
a Spartan," Daniels said.

SJSU’s biggest rivalry in danger of becoming just another game
T!wry will be

of a rivalry a rivalry that has been
pretty much dead around this neck of
the woods for several years.
"We need to win to keep it going,"
said Omarr Smith, who, in his four
years with the Spartans, has never
beaten the Bulldogs. "It would get the
new WAC off to a good start, too."
Next year, SJSU and FSU will be two
of the remaining eight teams in the
WAC and, along with Hawai’i, will be
the only teams west of Texas.
Schools will have an easier time
developing rivalries because of this. All
teams will play each other every year,
instead of every other year.
But for a rivalry to work, each team
must think it can win. The problem:
SJSU has not beaten FSU since the
1990 Big West Championship game,
has won one of the last eight meetings

more at stake
14 the Spartans
than a five-win
season Saturday.
There will be
more at stake
than
a
.500
record in the
Western Athletic
Conference.
There will be
noire at stake
than a chance to
prove they are an
improved football
team.
The game against Fresno State
University will be even bigger than
simple pride.
What will be at stake is the existence
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counterparts.
From all accounts, Fresnoites still
have an extremely strong hatred for the
Blue and Gold. Bulldog Stadium will
have almost every one of its 41,000
seats filled with rabid FSU fans just
waiting to sink their teeth into Spartan
players.
Center Harry Daniels told a story
about the time he went to Bulldog
Stadium and had food thrown at him.
Smith talked about the sea of red and
white screaming at him.
San Joseans, on the other hand, do
not seem to have the same hatred.
Most SJSU students do not remember a time when wearing red was a capital offense and they rarely come out in
big enough numbers to strike fear in
the opposing team. On top of that, the
last time FSU visited Spartan Stadium
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,there were almost as many Bulldog
fans as Spartan ones.
The players, especially those who
have never visited Bulldog Stadium, do’
not seem to understand the rivalry
either.
"I don’t think most of the new pinyera realize how important this game
should be," said Daniels, a four-year
starter at center. "But if they don’t
know now, they will know by the end. of
the week."
Daniels and Smith both said they
talked to the team this week about the
importance of this game. However, they
added, it is impossible to prepare someone for what is in store when they wit&
through the tunnel at Bulldog Stadigin.
"I’ll tell them my experience," Smith
said, "but they won’t know what it’s like
until they get there."
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and the last time it beat FSU in Fresno
was 1987.
"There is still a rivalry," said tight
end Brandon Knapp, who in 1996, his
first season with the Spartans, played
in Fresno. "But it used to be huge. It’s
definitely not as big as it used to be."
There was a time when the San JoseFresno rivalry could be said in the same
breath as UCLA-USC or Cal-Stanford.
It wasn’t even all that long ago when
SJSU dominated the series. From 1973
to 1987 the Spartans went 12-3.
Soon after the Spartan domination
ended, 1992 to be exact, FSU left the
Big West Conference for the WAC.
SJSU did not join Fresno in the WAC
until 1996. As a result, the two teams
played less frequently and a whole generation of Spartan football players
never played against their Bulldog

[AA
Men’s Soccer Championship
First Round
Sat., Nov. 21, 7 p.m.
amdsti
New Maloney Field
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ALEIMELEALE
93 MUSTANG LX Fully loaded.
Deep bide w/grey int. Completely
dependable student cm. 72k mi.
orh ownir.-Xint Condition! $5495/
deo Mu0.3eel 408-829-7366.
110 PIEMCOE SI, block, auto, a/c,
power PreVhing. Great student
car. 142K hey mi. Sunroof. Runs
great! $4000/obo. 529-2151.

milaluma
STEMAEIFIAT Coiorado km- 10.15
$549. ydth the SJSU Ski &
Snowbgard Club. Includes
flight out of Si, full condos 5
night dtiy, 4 of 5 day lift
pass. 2 TPA tubs. parties 8, great
snow. Students & non-students.
Call Merit at 408-292-0955.

ANNQUNCEMENTS
Next We, National Bible Week
BIBLE *ARM RESOURCES
Bt search on PC 8,
BibleS*11, Reference Books
to an at the
Christian iloe Reading Rooms
Fortimei/dcations: 408-8678255.

HIMMILHMME2
2 EDAM APT. Spotless, Quiet,
Parking, Laundry. Walk to SJSU.
$980/mo. 408-5591356.
200. *MINIM $975/MO.
* Security type building
Secure Puking
Close To Campus
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.
SPACIOUS 3. & 2 NORM APTS.
Uwe in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639.

mAammm
ROOIMAATE WMOID TO SHORE 2
FORM APT. Less than a block from
campus/at 8th & San Salvador.
$460/mo. Cal Jim 293-8092.
5000. SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
to share in SJ, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
view, 10 miles from campus.
$603/mo + util. 408-296-8000 x11
for more information.
UMMM

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Sdkcial Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 mars
’Great Rates for Good !Jokers’
UMW HOP & ZYDECO DANCES,
some Fridays. at First Christian. ’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers’
SPECLAL DISCOUNTS.
80S Aftit.St. Call 408-356-1375.
’Good Students’ ’Educators’

:ISLENIS

MWMLWEILIA
DONNER SKI RANCH
8129 BiLL SEASON PASS
Only 25-available with this ad.
Offer expires 11/20/98.
630-426-3635

Z7e010.50296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGARON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

COMPUTERS ETC,

EMBEINNAMff

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
PLAYSTARON (PSX) 11100CISP We buy, sell & trade computers,
Play Imports & CD-R Backups
486, Pentium. Mac. &
INFO:510-8193454
Notebooks. RefurbO equipment
wrwv.angetfirecom/biz2/psxmodz
is warranted.
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ, between
lary 858, 280 near LAY00114:0 Espy.
NICE 40111111C Malady Ilspalt
401-973-9070
Tour a insurance specialist.
SpecisiQing in minor & midsize
damage. Visit our web site at:
MMMM
www:wades-dynamic.com
Address: 440 N. 1st St. 0120
WRITING HELP: (510)11014054.
Phone: (408) 287-8337
Highest quality writing, editing,
email: dwade20email.spu.edu
poshwiting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please cal Dave Bolick.M.A. at
(310) 901-9554 or
email boilckfilbest.com
TWO WEEKS IN MAZATLAN Max
11111A/MosterCard accepted.
Dec 22 Jan 8. 1,200 sq/ft FREE writing tips now available at
condo, 1 bdrm sleeps 6, on
wemacaderelmelterg.cont
beach, only $1100 per/week. 4 a
We of luxury. Cai 408324-3074.
POST YOUR MESUMEen the WIZ
For $35- post on 15 Web sites.
Send resume + payment to:
POW Graphics, 225 Corning Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Send salary mg. + F/T or P/T.
accepting students who wish to
Sere money and timer
excel in Paying guitar or bass. AM
Recruiters call you directly!
levels welcome: Beginning,
We accept aedit cards.
internist** or Advanced. Learn
any styra: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
PROOFREADING/EDITING
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Term Papers - Theses
C.all Bleat 408-298-6124.
Ham your capers inspected for
orpnization and grammar by
Alicia. SCU Graduate BA in Engish - Jure Doctorate
1408) 2299305.
LOSE WOW NOWT 100 people
STUTIENT
OINTM. PLAN I
1,381,10-29
valiod Rol Pe/ Mo to
lbs in 30 days. 408225-7250.
Ort.i.7.00 per wer.
3011 - 60%
on your dental needs.
MEN & WOMEN
. For info call 1-800-6553225.
PERMIVIENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop sherinilifw4ettlang. breed%
or smite
s. Let us
pentenently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest Up
Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First amt. 1/2 dice
nide before 12/31/98.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell ha. 017, Cmd.
(400) 379-3900.

ALMEIRINES

RIMIJIMQN

WADMIUMMAX

EXPERIENCED wroas NEEDED
All subjects: Sixth through twelfth
slam. Mon. tacker Fri. 3 to 8pm.
LOWELL MIRA SCHOOL-Mentors $1,000 per rte. (4018)2565247.
needed. 1-2 hrs/wk, for min 8
weeks. We will write professional SEWARS11111ARTINDERS Wanted
letters of reccommendation/ All shifts available. Great tips!
completion after 10 weeks. We Contact Art Sison 40113776456.
provide training & TB test. Call
Mr. Jim 5356461.
INSTRUCTORForDevoloperentally
Disabied Adults hie independently
it Formant or ReaurtaL Cvr medial
2 ccabons Pt to FT, $10/1w + banes
when FT. User-friendly non-profit
ATTN: SJSU FRATS agency. 510-832-7126.
NEED MORE HOUSING??
Own this restored Victorian VOLLEYBALL OFFICIAL WANTED
home, half block from campus.
City Beach Santa Clara
Dwight: 408-654-9330
Lg. kitchen, parlour, formal dining
room, inside laundry room. 3 Id
bedrooms on main floor, plus WANTED EXPIMINCED, maimed
enormous bedroom w/walk-in student to build web site. 4 info
closet on 2nd floor, plus finished contact Greg/T1b 04083953199.
basement roan ideal for additional bedroom. Call for details. Mike ADMIN NEEDED Fast growing
Gordon (925)4268200.
promotional products company in
Campbell needs well organized,
reliable person to work 15-25
hours/week. Duties included a
variety of administrative tasks.
MUCH STUDENT gives LESSONS Flexible hours/days. $8.50 per has.
8, CONVERSATIONS afternoons & Fax resume to 408.866-0749 or
evenings. Sophie 408-573-8652. call 4088667000.

MMUMMffa

OBEELMCWAMM

ROMS

IISUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig. Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
SAT GED - CBEST ES).- TOEFL
Computer: V-Basic, V-C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor907630aoLcom
MUSH MING & TUTORING
Experienced with the needs of
Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA
Go To: ww.v.MyEditor.com
And/Or Cal Jessica 408/97843034
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
Sae Our University Ubrary.

mnamomm
AFFORDABLE&EXPERIENCED
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
ROSLIT1E6. Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Sootily,/ Graimer/
Punctuation/ Editing, 27+ VS Eel
PAM’S
PR:FESS:6AL WOK) FROCESSNG.
247-2681, 8arri8pm.
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects,etc. Typewriter
for your applications for med/law
school, etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.
PROFESSIONAL Word Proceraing
Theses, Term Papers. Resumes.
Group Projects, etc. NI formats.
specializing in *PA. Tape
transcription. Fax machine.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (4081264-4504.

EMPLOYMENT
VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for PfT eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings, parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly.
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael Goldin lisle Valet
(SOO) $21531171.
TEACHER OPMNITUNITTES, high
quality. licensed childcare centers
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
ennchrnent curriculum.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Dors. Eves. Weekends
Team Envirorwnerit
Min 6 ECE required
Earl white you leen in house training
Benefits available
Growing throupout the Bay Area
KidsPark 2017929, Fan 283-7366

WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
LOVE CHILDREN t?
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers, Etc.
(408)8668550
MAKE MONEY NOW
In Telecommunications and
Internet. Set your own hours.
(408)793-5151.
lEACHTIVIIIIC SCHOOL MATTER
imelendx 8, merirgs. No sperienos
necessary. Follow our lesson plan.
Mmt hem pod corms:talon side,
wagonette & rekble. 4089717557
Niue Tralic School
999 W. Son Cubs 9. Seri Jose.
JUMP START NEW YEARS!
Xtra College $
*Xmas $
If you have a business attitude &
enjoy helping peppier, we can use
your talents. Will train. Rapid
advancements. Call 261-2054.

SAN JOSE REP THEATRE is TUTORS NUM: Elem. & H.S.
hiring for its 1999 Subscription subjects. Earn 815-$20/hour.
Campaign! P/T eve hours. Close Jack or Joan 0 406227-6685.
to SJSU. Call Matt 0 367-7232.
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
JOIN OUR TEAMS
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class. We are remodeling ow stores in
$8.52- $1170/ry. Saratoga School
San Jose andMilpitasl
District. Cl 4011/111174424x200 Ard Opereg a New Seas in Nomnixr
for application & information.
at 3457 !Adios Rd. San Jose?
Positions Available:
*Grocery Clertis *Produce Clerks
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
*Balmy/0000e Service Clerks
GAA Clerk *Meal/Seafood Clerks
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
All positions offer compotithe pay
Inner City Express.
ad a full benefits package!
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Please see store manager for an
application tate blowing bcaticns:
ACUFACTS SECURITY
3251 So. Mite RI San kw
3475 lobes Rd. San Jose
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
1370 Story Rd. San Jose
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
1641 N.Capita AvaSanJose
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
215W. Calaveras BL MVPs
Top Pay w/ Many Benefttsl
To promote a drug-free work
Cal or apply In person
environment we do preemOdkftlert
(408)286-5880
dogteeth’ Save Mat Supemetet
5550 Meridian Ave. Si.
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
babeen San Cake &Parteroar,
beheld the Cad ad Reye.
NEED A JOB, FINANCIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHP?
ivroa WANTED for 10 void gri
Call now for part time or
Needs extra help in math, some
flex time opportunities.
language arts: my home, M-Th,
Male: (408)360.1370.
3:30-5:30. Call Paula 926-3944.
AFTERNOON TEACHER
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
GREENHILL* PRESCHOOL
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
571 N. 3rd St.
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Minlmun 12 Early Childhood
Flexible hrs, 9am-9{xn. Downtown
Ed. units required.
near lightral -4 blocks from SJSU.
3- 5 days /week
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Call: 286-1533
Promotions 4940200.
Fax: 295-6197

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare,
EDUCATOft PROW PROGRiVAS P/T lithe afternoon. No ECE units
P/T to school soups at museum. required. Previous experience with
$8/a. 408-918-1050.
children preferred. Please call
2441968 x 16
TELEFUNDRAISING
Are you articulate? Engaging?
MARKET00 NMOCIATES MOM
Earn 614-$20/hr helping
Unlimited income potential.
Musical Theatre thrive in Sankise.
Complete training.
Call Thom 408-453-7138.
R.F.Barerg, haven:al Associate
PAY ATTENTION
1403)858-7841 or (408)3041311
TELESALES/GOLF Sports mindI’m a 33 yr old SJSU grad
ed, aggressive. Hourly + bonus +
running a multi-million
REPUTABLE MONTESSOM
incentives. SJSU location. Contact looking br Dk1CARE STAFF person.
dollar Int’l Company.
James 295-4810.
Part-time (2:30-6:30). Working
Seeking motivated indiv to assist
with elementary aged children.
with local & Intl development.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
Contact Use at 4011.72341140.
Call 408-615.1474.
looking for
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
SEEKING INSTALL/TECH Apprentice
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
(12:00 - 6:30) M -F and
for long term employment in low
P/T- Elementary Schools.
TEACHER ASSISTANT
Voltage sys. trade. Start salary Degree or Cadential NOT Required
(7:30-3:30) M -F.
$9-$11. Med/Dental & Retmt, Opportunity for Teachrg Expaienoe.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140. Contact Gene 40139930560.
Need Car.
Woe Mel: (408)237-4170 et 408
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS SECURITY
E0E/AAE
Job Code 10SPD. Part -Time &
Abcorn Private Security
Full-Time. No Weekends, No Sales
We will train you.
WORK FROM HOME
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
Student Friendly.
International Business Expanding
start. Provide member and teller
FT. PT, Wirdys & %Waft.
$500- $2,500/mo, Spare Time.
AM shifts. Flexible Schedule,
services. Requires HS Diploma
$3,000- 16,000 moo, Full Time.
408-247-4827
or equivalent and 2 years teller,
We will train you.
proof, statements, vault or ATM
http://iwnw.cash911.com/vsp
experience. We offer generous
ATTENTIONS Ready to lose
or Call: (408)&82-5007.
compensabon aid benefits incluang
those unwanted pounds?
medal, dent.* vision, retirement,
Get paid to lose weight.
CMECTORS MACHIAS AWES
special employee loans and
Safe, natural. Dr. approved.
lhiadng gni a career waking with
ocoorturibes for tuition assistance.
children? The YMCA ri Sale Clara
Karen (4011) 51134924
Qualified candidates should fax email: looseincheshotrnailcom Valley is now Wing for mewled aid
or send resume to 408.756.2565,
schoolege did owe centers in San
STAR ONE FCU. HR Dept., P.O. GROOMER’S ASST/VEMIEL
Jose. Cupertino. Santa Clara, Los
Box 3643. Sumyvale, CA 94088- needed for small, exclusive shop Geos,
Saratoga.
Campbell,
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must Bergson and Mtas. Full and part3643. Please include job code.
be reliable, honest, able to do time positions available - hours
MANAMN TIMPEEllslarmarketing physical work. Exp. working flexible around school. Fun staff
firm needs energetic person to w/dogs preferred, but will train. teams. great expenence in wakirg
train and motivate sales reps. Great poly for dog lover? $6.50 hr. with chicken. career’ ackerxement,
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary bonus. Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 and good training opportunities.
Downtown San kw. 4C8/4940200. or Call 371-9115.
Teachers mquie rnirimun 6 tails in
ECE eduction. iodealicn, minds%
wAITREM WON= RIR omega ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY sociology. physical education and/
Restaurant on 2nd St. Flex hours, PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and or other related fields. Please cal
full or part-time. Please call Kevin Radek Teahris and Aides. F/T & Beth Profio at 408-2918394 for
at 408-938-0888 or fax to 408- P/T positions available. Substitute more infornadon and lozatiore.
9383439.
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
required for teacher positions but
TEACHERS
up to $600/month!
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
not required for Aide positions.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for Excellent oppportunity for Child
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
exciting ’hands on" science
Development majors. Please call Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Cathy for an integers at 2441968 Contact California Cryobank
3:(Tafterschool,
rir
ours per week.
or fax resume to 248-7350.
850-324-1900, N-F. 64:30
Experience preferred.
To apply call
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
SMALL WORLD SOMA
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297. School year 8, summer, Bern. Is hiring Teachers. Ades & Subs
school -age rec. program, P/T
for their School Age Child Care
CRIME IMP MIPLOWAINT - Work- from 2-6pm, kl-F during the
Centers in Sion Jose. ECE. CD.
ers earn up to $2.000+/month school year. Some P/T morning
Psych. Soc. or Rec units rep.
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel! positions available from segos.
We Offer Competitive Pay.
Land -Tour jobs up to $5,000- 7arn-1lan. F/T during summer day
Excellent Training. and a
67.000/summer. Ask us howl camp prog. Xint salary, no ECE
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
517-336-4235 Ext. C60411
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
DedCallknet at 35411700 423.
(408)2839200 era. 21.
PAIDOMP4MIMMINT INTERNSHIP
College Works Painting, a sub- DRIVINS INSTRUCTOR
USE A PHONE LAMY?
sidiaoy of National Services Group We are looking for students Licensed public utility. NY stock
is now hiring for Spring/Summer to teach driving full/pan time. exchange telecomminications
1999. Duties inaude interviewing, Will train. Must be 21. cornpany Is looking for you.
hiring, development of customer $9.00 to start. Cell 363-4182. Eam unlimited residual income.
relations, control of marketing and MICEPTIONIST
International expansion coming
sales & production management. We are looking for a part time soon. Set your own hours.
mornings/weekends.
888/4509675.
830.371-4386
receptionist,
Call
www.collegeworkscorn
Call 363-4182.
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L RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LocA
Print your

CARPAL WHIM SYNDROME
Hand numbness, Tinging
sensation, Loss of fine touch,
Accidentally dropping things?
It may be less serlous.
It is not necessarily CTS.
Call for free consultation.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
4013-247-2222.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist Confidential.
UYour own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. Sen Jose.
247741111

BUILEMAM
ATTN: 911111 FACULTY
Lae half block from campus,
Plus receive additional rental
income Restored Victorian home for
Ws. Lg.kitchen. meow Tonne
dInellytgen. Inside Hendry room.
3 largs bedrooms on mein Moor,
plue enormous bedroom w/well.
In closet on 2nd floor, plus
flnished basement room ideal
for additional bedroom. Great
inoomp history le Nutlet rental.
Call for detail*. Mike Gordon
(925) 4264200.
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"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

VALET PARKINS ATTENDANTS
Ambitious and energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Earn $8415 per
hour (average). Rexible. we work
around you school schedule.
Looking for cut drivers for weekends only. Lots of fun and
earn good money. Call: (408)
867-7275 Receptionist will
connect you to our voicemall.
Leave name and number whore
you can be contacted.

ommonmmx
ATTN: SJSU PARENTS
Turn your student housing
EXPENSE into real INCOME & TAX
BENEFITS...
Own this restored Victorian
home, half block from campus.
Great income history as student
rental. Use as residence for
your student, and additional
Income for you. Large kitchen,
parlour, formal dining room, inside
laundry room, 3 Ig bedrooms on
main floor, plus enormous bedroom w/walk-in closet on 2nd
floor, plus finished basement
room Ideal for additional bedroom. Call for details. Mike
Gordon (925)4268200.
NOW TO MAKE MONEY with
your personal computer. CM 650.
5539539 for more information.

PAY YOUR TUITION giving sway
FREE Motorola Pagers, $89 value.
Cal 1888.2400310, pe sponsor
e 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
AWIALIER MAIME-labrearkateg http://www.tel3.com/0098544/
firm needs energetic person to or call me at 1831-3733010.
train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
Downtown San Jose. 403/494.0200.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
We especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CALL (MAT VAVFC
(500) 314-9996

TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
salary & benefits, med/dental
vacation/sick pay, prof. Pei. 6,
ratio 1:9, beautiful park-like
playground, strong team
environment! Min. 12 ECE units.
Enjoy your work with children!
Charmer Preschool 378-7805,
Fax resume to 378-4121.
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Receive a is Men
AM/FM headphone radio
Receive a free AMAM headphone radio ($19.99 value) when
you use your Vor card to purchase a Day- TrneeStudent Planner conk
plete with 51, x 87; calendar pages, adtress book. notepad Vahoor
pidcs, a goodkooking loos*/ bindec and lob more for $19991
Senna and Conditions Offer olid 9/1/98-2/2b99. Good only for We
purchase of products inticattd.Any other use conwilles frail. Not valid
with any other oiler Void where prohibited. taxed, or restricted by law
Oiler solid only when you pay with your Visa card Applicable taxes must
be paid by bearer Redeemable only in the U.S Visa Rewards is a service
mark of Visa International Service Amoebas 019% Via ti SA int
Redemption Information: Call 1-800-225-5005 Mon -hi., goo
(IT). Mention code 161232. Specify binder color black
(#12771), spruce &seen (#12775), or midnight blue (8127763 Redemption
O solely the responsibility of Day-Twners, Inc.

AAAmidnight

you won’t mind
being
carded.

F

*DAY-TIMEX

141.1.10%

Save r frizococ:=Dm

Use this coupon and save $2 on any compact disc. video or book reg,
Warty priced at $14.99 or higher when you pay with your
Visa* card.
Tines and Conditions: Offer valid 9/1/88-2/29/99 Valid at all US.
Tower RecontsNideo/ Books ktrations Not valid for online or phone
purchases. Good only for the purchase of products indicated. Any otticic
use constitutes fraud. Not valid on already discounted items or in conjunction with any other coupon or offer One coupon per transaction.
Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Offer valid only when
you pay with your Visa card Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer.
Redeemable only in the U.S. Visa Rewards is a service man of Visa
International Service Association. 01996 Visa U.S.A. Inc.
Redemption Information: To redeem this offer, present this
certificate with purchase Redemption is solely the responsibility of Tower
Records/Video/Books

Save 20/o :IdIcragts.
Save 20% on sic bagets one Box. container of own cheese al a nigulanMe coffee lbu pay ast $5.75 (regulady 57.18) when you use pouf
Vise card at arty oldie firtsiein Bios Bogle or Nooks Begets’ locations
Terms and Conditions: Offer valid 9/1/98-2/28/99. Good only for
the purchase of products indicated. Any other use constitutes fraud
Not valid with any other coupon or special offer Only one coupoo
per visit. No reproductions allowed. Void where prohibited, taxed, or.
restricted by law Offer valid only when you pay with your Visa card
Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Redeemable only in the U S
Visa Rewards is a service mark of Visa International Service
Association 0 1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc
Redemption Information: To redeem this offer, present this
certificate at the time of purchase. Mention coupon code 3174
Redemption is solely the responsibility of Einstein/ Noah’s Bagel
Corporation
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on College

25 ok Guides
Save
Test-Prep & Career Books.

Save 25% on education guides, test preparation books and career
interest pubhcations plus shiming and handling within the United
States at no additional charge when you pay with your Visa card.
Search
The
Ultimate
Job
Publications include
Survival Guide, The Ultimate College Survival Guide,
Peterson’s Study Abroad 1999, and Peterson’s Internships
1999, as well as test preparation books for the CAM GRE. LSAZ
and MCAT.

VISA
VISA

Terms and Conditions. Offer valid 9/1/88-2/28/99 Good only for
the purchase of products indicated Any other use constitutes fraud.
Not valid with any other offer Void where prohibited. taxed, or
restncted by law Offer valid only when you pay with your Visa card.
Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Redeemable only in the u
Visa Rewards is a service mark of VISA international Service
Association 01991 Visa USA Inc
Redemption Irdonnation To place an order or receive a
8.30
complete list of publications call 1 800-33133212 Mon
A IA -5 00 oh, (EST) Mention code VSC210 Redemption is solely the
responsibility of Peterson’s
ulPETERSON’S
PrIrAMAn hiev. One"
ArArt.yorwrome...o.
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icifrat save er at- titese

10r

on$15aorPurchase
more. of

Save $S on any select purchase of $15 or more at Bed Bar &
Berne when you pm with pa Visa* card.
brim and Candelas Offer valid 9111911-2r29/99 Not sail for tree
purchase of gift certificates Any other use constitutes fraud. Not slid
with wo odor offer Only one coupon per CIMORIO. Void where prohibited, Mod or restricted by law. Offer mild only when you pay Mb your
Visa card. COMUNIW MU pay sales tair Redeemable only in to US
Vita Rewards is a %entre mart of Visa intematortel Service Association
0 1991 Visa U.SA lest
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hart Cal 110040 *VOW
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It’s everywhere you want to be7

dorropelea lafermatlen: Present this certificate at re *Read
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INSIDE:
New Year’s 2000 Getaways
San Jose’s Performing Arts
Last Minute Gift Ideas

ceiv4,0,44
Editor’s Note

Etc. Staff

Thank God for holidays they give us that
much-needed break from work, school and all of life’s
daily rituals. Why not do something new and fun for
yourself this season? Take a friend and experience
some of San Jose’s performing arts, such as the San Jose
Children’s Musical Theater, San Jose Repertory Theater,
The Opera San Jose or the San Jose Cleveland Ballet.
Have all your shopping done? Of course not. That’s
why we put together some helpful gift ideas for everyone on your list. We are only 13 months away from
that long awaited (and feared) New Year’s Day 2000.
Where are you going to be? We’ve taken a look at some
cool parties and getaway destinations that you will definitely want to check out. Are upcoming finals making
you crazy? For those days when you just need a break
from it all, kick back on the couch with some of our
staff’s favorite video picks. Then of course, there’s the
center of what the holidays are all about: friends, family and tradition.
This holiday season make sure to thank all those
wonderful people in your life who ignite your smile
and light up your soul. Even find the strength to be
thankful for those whom you struggle with and make
you crazy, for they may be teaching you some of your
most important lessons. Learn to cherish everything in
your life, for it has shaped you into the person you are
today. But most of all, take some time to celebrate. No
one will have to remind me to do that this December
because I’m finally GRADUATING!
Cheers!
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Holiday Traditions
By Franchesca Esquibel

Mot, by Fran:how& Eapubel

Phat Tran and his daughter waiting to see Santa at Valley Fair Mall

Think of what the holidays mean to you: precious time
with loved ones, reflections of the past year, great food
and a chance to catch up on that elusive activity of sleep.
Holidays trigger different emotions for every person.
Whether these different reactions are because of religion,
race or family values, the holidays are a dominant part of
our memories.
For some, this season can be a stressful time. There
is pressure to buy perfect gifts, cook perfect meals, make
everyone happy and keep the peace and sanity of those
surround you.
"...holidays are who
Sometimes you seem to be
not about stress, the only sane person in
household during this
but togetherness." your
time. People seem to stress
about something that either has happened or will happen.
Those of you with divorced parents know that it’s usually
a challenge to decide how to divide time between parents
over the holidays. Just remember, holiday stress is predictable and normal for most people.
The reality is that stress is unnecessary, and often
self-inflicted if you’re a procrastinator or prone to worrying. Just remember holidays are not about stress, but
togetherness. This may be the only time of the year when
your entire family can sit together for a meal. There is no
feeling in the world that matches that of spending New
Year’s Eve with someone you love or seeing your
grandmother’s eyes well up with tears of pride as she
looks around at her family.
With big families, it is basically a rule to have some
sort of big fiasco around this time of year. Last year
everyone in my family pitched in for a pair of diamond
earrings for my grandmother. The year before, it v,,,fas my

aunt flying in from Switzerland to surprise everyone with
her new baby and fiancØ. The list of escapades goes back
to when I was seven and my aunt came back from an
exchange to Mexico City earlier than expected.
During my childhood, Thanksgiving was a magical
time. It always amazed me how my uncles, aunts, cousins
and parents could harmonize to make a meal that would
feed everyone in the house. Food somehow appeared on
the table between watching the football game and playing
outside with cousins. Christmas was the same way:
absolutely incomparable to any other time of the year.
One year my dad was
away at a conference and "It’s a chance to put
hadn’t been home to help
grievances aside...’
us decorate the tree. At
that time, I had a habit of falling asleep on the couch with
the Christmas tree lights on, just like the morning my dad
returned. He woke me up with a kiss and said, "How’s
my little girl?" He was holding a porcelain angel in his
hands for the top of our tree. It was beautiful. That
Christmas was the most memorable for me because all of
my family was home.
The holidays provide an opportunity to be with
friends and family. It’s a chance to put grievances aside,
even if just for a moment. It’s a chance to give thanks for
all you have in your life. Lastly, it is a time for remembrance. The angel on top of our tree at Christmas time
holds as much beauty, emotion and meaning as it did the
first time I saw it on Christmas Eve, 1984. It is a subtle
reminder of what we all sometimes miss as we begin celebrating the holiday season.
There are many ways we at San Jose State
University celebrate the holidays. We are a school comprised of many diverse cultures, religions and origins. In
the end, it’s not the presents, the food or the sleep. It is
the people, feelings and closeness that can only be found
during this time of year.

Affedzas
Loaded

9Th

Spicy Buffalo -Wings
*Spicy
*Fried Coleman
&

much more

10343 N Wolfe Rd . Cuporttno
(408)257-9600
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A Taste of the Arts...
Sal\ Joco
MuCical
Thoator

Courtesy of San Jose Children’s Musical Theater.

Since 1968, the San Jose Children’s Musical
Theater has blossomed into the most renowned
performing arts center for young people in the Bay Area.
The theater is the nation’s largest organization where
musical productions are produced by and for children.
"The Neighborhood Kids" of the theater are ambassadors
to the community, performing at hospitals, festivals,
schools and youth centers, as well as on stage.
From Dec. 11-20, the theater will bring you one of
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s most beloved musicals,
"The King & I." Based on the true story of Anna
and the King of Siam, this musical has been honored with four Tony’s and six Oscars. This is a
show that can’t be missed! In 1999, check out "The
Wizard of Oz," directed by Doug Santana from
Feb. 24-28.
All shows are held in the Montgomery
Theater located on Market and San Carlos Street.
For tickets and information, call (408) 288-5437.

Courtesy of San Jose Children’s Musical Theater.

.\
JOSE
nilSAN
REPERTORY THEATRE
Founded by James P. Reber in 1980, The San Jose
Repertory Theatre is home to comedy, drama, modern and
classic theater. The Rep strives to build bridges to other cultures,
races and religions through its productions. From Dec. 4 - Jan. 9,
the Rep brings you Shakespeare’s musical comedy, "Twelfth
Night." This play is set in a world of gypsies and filled with flamenco music and dance. Nobles, clowns, liars and lovers enjoy a
madcap romp that celebrates the triumps of mirth and love over
pessimism and mourning.
Other upcoming productions include: "Legacy" from Studs
Terkel’s New York Times bestseller "The Coming of Age," Philip
Gotanda’s "Sisters Matsumoto" and Arthur Schnitzler’s"Anatol".
Join the Rep in its first full season in its beautiful new
building on Paseo de San Antonio in downtown San Jose. For
ticket information and student discounts, call (408) 291-2255.
nob by Rip photographer ht Kirk.

Ellen Grosso in ’’coie at the San Jose Repertory Thisbe.
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in Downtown San Jose

’COP ERA
SAN IC/Ali
N
Courtesy of The Opera San Jose.

Es

Courtesy of San Jose Cleveland
Ballot.

A scene from Ben
Stevenson’s "Dracula.’

This year, join The Opera San Jose in its
15th season. This is the time to come see the
breathtaking "Romeo Et Juliette" from Nov. 21 Dec. 6. Composed by Charles Gounod, this famous
love tragedy is expressed through heart-touching
melody and orchestra.
The fascinating "Don Giovanni," composed
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, shows from Jan. 30
- Feb. 14. Ever since its premiere in 1787, the opera
continues to be an entertaining masterpiece. With
romantic music and extraordinary costumes, it is a
show you won’t want to miss.
The passionate "The Merry Widow," composed by Franz Lehar, is a new production that
invites you to an evening of "pure nostalgia, a
golden sunset on the 19th century." The story is
full of confusions and misplaced passions, just
what our hearts need to make us jump. Another
fun and charming show coming to you in April.
The opera is located in the Montgomery
Theater in downtown San Jose. For ticket information, call (408) 437-4450.

Yes, it’s that time of the year again!
With Christmas coming up, what’s more
appropriate than to see The San Jose
Cleveland Ballet’s "The Nutcracker" with
family and friends? Dennis Nahat’s "The
Nutcracker" is a magical story mixed with
graceful dance movements and enchanting
music. The show starts in Dec. 2, just in time
to warm you upfor the holidays.
In February, the ballet presents "Free
Radicals," from Australia’s Sydney Dance
Company. This mixture of traditional ballet,
along with tap and flamenco, is choreographed by artistic director
Graeme Murphy. Musicians use playful instrumental objects such
as drums, fish bowls and metal curtains. Dance movements are
captivating and energetic; just what you need to keep moving
during the winter season.
In April, for the ballet’s grand finale, Dennis Nahat’s "Blue
Suede Shoes" returns once again with its world-class dancers.
Audiences never seem to get enough of this ruckin’ and rollin’
show that takes them back to the fabulous time of Elvis Presley.
Experience flashbacks with the outstanding costumes that make
this finale unforgettable.

Courtesy of San Jose Cleveland Ballet.
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Making Your Holiday
Shopping a Little Easier
By Wendy Do’wig

Without question, the greatest time-consuming activity of the
holidays is shopping. With work, finals, family obligations and
crowded malls, fitting shopping in your schedule may seem impossible.
Here are some helpful ideas to spark your own creativity and put the joy
back into gift giving.

Parents

Children under 6
bath toys
books
colored chalk & chalkboard
coloring books & crayons
dress-up clothing
Play Doh
refrigerator magnets
stickers
stuffed animals
water color paints & smock

Children 6 to 12
art supplies
board games
books
day of roller or ice skating
disposable camera & photo album
gumball machine
modeling clay
music, art, dance, karate lessons
outside bird feeder & bird book
small fish tank & goldfish
sport & outdoor gear
trip to the movies or zoo
videos

Teen-agers
backpack/bookbag
books
car accessories
cash
clothes
electronic games
magazine subscription
movie, concert or sports tickets
music

Photo by Prancheica Eaquibel

babysitting IOU’s
books
frames with photos
lunch/dinner certificates
magazine subscriptions
manicure/pedicures
massage certificates
monthly bouquets
overnight hotel stay
plants & ceramic pots
sports/concert tickets
vases

Valley Fair Nature Company employee, Heather
Cetera, stocks holiday merchandise.

Co-Workers
candy boxes
candles
coffee mugs & gourmet beans
food baskets
gift certificates
-restaurants
-movies
golf accessories
mouse pads
picture frames
plants
stationery

Grandparents
art/language/music lessons
blooming plants
books
day of maid service
day out with you
fuzzy throw blankets
handmade items
magazine subscriptions
old family photos in frames
prepaid phone cards
restaurant certificates
wine & glasses
yard service
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Friends & Families
baskets filled with:
-bath items
-candles
-holiday ornaments
-seeds, bulbs & tools
-stationary, pens, stamps
books
gift certificates for:
-music
-clothes
-restaurants
front door wreaths
homemade treats
picture frames
wine
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The countdown to the millennium is getting closer and
closer. What’s everybody planning to do on that once- in- alifetime New Year’s Eve? The
fear of the Y2K computer problem will make some people afraid to
leave their homes. Meanwhile, travel
agencies have booked many for cruises.
Others have made reservations for
places in the South Pacific because it will
be the first area to enter the year 2000.
For those who are landlocked in the
United States, there’s the "largest party
in the world" in Southern California
being planned.
Biggest Party
Southern California is planning a
huge party, according to the Web site at
www.party2000.com. It will be the
largest concert and party ever held in
the world with 2.5 million people on
nearly 5,000 acres in Southern California.
On the spacious festival grounds, Party
2000 is planning to have the largest barbecue and two-day outdoor cookout
ever held anywhere, with plenty of free
food for everyone. For those who are
into watching some action, fireworks
will be launched from 25 locations
around the Party 2000 Millennium
Complex with the largest laser and spe-

cial effects show ever held for a one-time
event.
To please the ears, a concert
(unconfirmed) with The Rolling Stones,
TLC, Kenny G, The Doobie Brothers,
Chicago and The Beach Boys will be
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Britain will not start celebrating until 12 hours later when
midnight arrives at the Zero
Meridian. Tourist money will
be funneling to those who
will enter the next century
first.

Money will also be pouring into
the continental United States at popular
panied by a chorus of 200 men and
tourist spots such as Lake Tahoe and Las
women of all ages from all around the
Vegas.
world, is scheduled to perform.
Silva said these areas haven’t
Another part of the agenda for
come out with their brochures as of yet,
the evening will be a countdown celebut she is hoping to have them in
bration starting at 11:59:30. Two thouDecember. "Las Vegas
sand men and women of
the Armed Forces will
"New Year’s 2000 is and Lake Tahoe should
huge huge celebrabe illuminated as they
fast approaching, so be
tions," said Silva.
stand at attention,
Are you eager to get
encompassing the entire
make sure to start
started? According to
half-mile rooftop of
planning ahead..." an article in the Palo
stages. Then at the final
five seconds, a 2,000-gun-salute is sched- Alto Daily News, travel agents can’t
uled to fire into the sky followed by fire- guarantee airline reservations for the
year 2000 at this point because most airworks, while the orchestra and chorus
lines won’t book flights more than 290
perform a collage of national anthems
days in advance. Be sure to check that
from around the world.
your travel agency is able to confirm
Ticket price information can be
your holiday plans.
found at the Web site. Ticket prices for
this event are costly. If you purchase
Hotels
tickets before December 31, 1998, they
Plenty of space is currently availare $445 per person. The prices will
able at most hotels for the event in the
increase as New Year’s Eve 1999
South Bay Area. Room rates are still
approaches.
undetermined at this time. However,
hotels are already at work to entice the
Going Out of Town
Cruises seem to be a public to their hospitality.
Chris Ruane, director of sales and
popular getaway to
marketing at the Fairmont Hotel in
enter the year 2000,
downtown San Jose, said they are trying
according to Sheryl
to find a corporation that will rent the
Silva, president of
entire hotel for the evening, or they may
Uniglobe Travel
turn the hotel into one big party.
Agency in South San
Stephanie Mandeville, director of
Francisco. She said
sales at the Doubletree Hotel, said the
cruises have always
ball park figure for room rates on New
been popular for
Year’s Eve in 1999 would be between
New Year’s and the
$129 and $229, depending upon how
holidays, but since
large of a group is trying to rent the
the millennium is
room. Currently, the hotel is in contraconly once in a lifetual
negotiations for New Year’s Eve
time, it’s become
with businesses.
even more popular.
The tickets are
Better Hurry
already selling fast
So whether you’re considering a
and most agencies
cruise,
getting out of town or planning a
reservations.
accepting
are already
The South Pacific islands are very local party, you should put your ideas
popular because that’s where the millen- into action now. New Year’s 2000 is fast
approaching, so make sure to start plannium hits first. Celebrators and inhabining where you want to be to welcome
tants of the islands of Fiji will be among
the new millennium.
on
January
1,
dawn
those who will see
At\erkd of the rest of the world.
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Veg Out withVideos
For those days when your brain is fried, you can’t make one more decision, and nothing
sounds better than your couch, let the staff at Etc. help you out. Whatever your mood may be, we
hope you’ll enjoy some of our favorite videos.

Composed by the Etc. staff

"Sleepers"
"For Richer or Poorer"
Four young boys growing up on the streets of
This is a hilarious movie about Brad (Tim Allen)
Hell’s Kitchen are put into in reform school because of a
and Christine (Kirstie Alley) Sexton, a married couple
prank gone wrong. As adults, revenge becomes the motiwho find that their personal accountant cheats them out
of all their money and lays a huge tax debt on them. They vating factor behind the seemingly senseless death of
decide to flee from their old life and portray the long-lost their former reformatory guard. The movie stars Kevin
cousins of an Amish family in Pennsylvania. Their efforts Bacon, Robert DeNiro, Dustin Hoffman, Brad Pitt and
in trying to adjust to a new life are both humorous and
Minnie Driver.
surprising.
"Surviving Picasso"
"Dangerous Beauty"
The movie is an intimate biography of the distinFrom the producers of "Legends of the Fall" comes guished artist, Pablo Picasso (Anthony Hopkins), through
a scandalous and passionate love story set in 16th century the eyes of his lover Francoise (Natasha McElhone).
Venice. A true story of a young woman
During their stormy ten-year relationship, Francoise expe(Catherine McCormack) who can
riences the many sides of Picasso’s personality.
"Surviving Picasso" also stars Julianne Moore and Joan
never truly possess the nobleman (Rufus Sewell) she adores.
Plowright.
She is an intelligent beauty, disdainful of the restrictions placed
"The Rock"
on women of her time. Through
A chemist (Nicholas Cage) and a forher mother (Jacqueline Bissett), she
mer Alcatraz prisoner (Sean Connery)are
learns there is only one way she
put to the test when they are sent to "The
can acquire the things she yearns
Rock" where military general (Ed Harris)
for. She becomes a prostitute to the
and his team are holding hostages. They
wealthy and powerful.
deal with dangerous chemicals andHarris’
group of determined terrorists.
"Home for the Holidays"
This is a great holiday movie to see for those of
"North Shore"
you who like more offbeat, but still meaningful, movies.
An 18-year-old surfing champion from Arizona
It’s the crazy and chaotic story of a woman’s (Holly
tries to fulfill his dream of riding the legendary waves of
Hunter) experience when she returns home for
Oahu’s North Shore. When Rick Kane (Matt Alder)
Thanksgiving. It has just the right mix of truth, sentimen- arrives in Hawai’i, he soon learns the harsh realities of
tality and dysfunctional banter between characters to
being a "mainlander" on the local turf. This film features
make it realistic. It also stars Robert Downey Jr. and
breathtaking scenery and a look into the high-perforClaire Daines.
mance sport of professional surfing.
"Hope Floats"
"The Professional"
This heart-warming romance stars Sandra
A young girl watches in horror as her family is
Bullock and Harry Connick, Jr. After being left by her
brutally murdered. Her next-door neighbor, who is a
cheating husband on a national TV talk show, a young
professional assassin, becomes an unwilling guardian to
mother (Bullock) grapples with starting a new life for her- the unexpected sole survivor. The girl does not need
self and her daughter. She moves back to her hometown someone to protect her; she is out for revenge. He evento live with her mother, who helps her gain the strength
tually teaches her the tricks of his trade to help her find
to find new hope again.
the man who killed her family. The movie stars Gary
Oldman, Natalie Patman and Danni Aiello.
"The Man in the Moon"
A 14-year-old girl (Reese Witherspoon) and her
WIN&
older sister (Emily Warfield) are very close until a handCHINESE CUISINE. FOOD TO GO I
some young neighbor (Jason London) moves in. The sisMandarki & Ssechuan Cuiskie
ters become rivals until tragedy strikes and they have to
Box Lundies Tb Go
Lunch and Miner
learn a tough lesson about life. The only thing that keeps
Catering Available
their hearts from breaking is the strength of their bond.
Closed Sundaal
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